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Abstract.  

Purpose: In the learning process, most of the tests to assess learning achievement have been carried out by providing 

questions in the form of short answers or essay questions. The variety of answers given by students makes a teacher 

have to focus on reading them. This scoring process is difficult to guarantee quality if done manually. In addition, each 
class is taught by a different teacher, which can lead to unequal grades obtained by students due to the influence of 

differences in teacher experience. Therefore the purpose of this study is to develop an assessment of the answers. 

Automated short answer scoring is designed to automatically grade and evaluate students' answers based on a series of 

trained answer documents. 
Methods: This is ‘how’ you did it. Let readers know exactly what you did to reach your results. For example, did you 

undertake interviews? Did you carry out an experiment in the lab? What tools, methods, protocols or datasets did you 

use The method used is TF-IDF-DF and Similarity and scoring computation. The word weight used is the term 

Frequency-Inverse Documents Frequency -Document Frequency (TF-IDF-DF) method. The data used is 5 questions 
with each question answered by 30 students, while the students' answers are assessed by teachers/experts to determine 

the real score. The study was evaluated by Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 

Result: The evaluation results obtained Mean Absolute Error (MAE) with a resulting value of 0.123.  

Novelty: The word weighting method used is the Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency DocumentFrequency 
(TF-IDF-DF) which is an improvement over the Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method. This 

method is a method of weighting words that will be applied before calculating the similarity of sentences between 

teachers and students. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the learning process, most of the tests to assess learning achievement have been carried out by giving 

questions in the form of short answers or question essays. The variety of answers given by students makes 

a teacher focus on reading them. This scoring process is difficult to guarantee quality if it is done manually. 

Moreover, each class is taught by a different teacher can cause inequality in the value obtained by students 

because of the influence of differences in teacher experience [1], [2]. Therefore, an automated answer 

assessment research was developed. 

 

Automatic short answer scoring is an important branch of education intelligent (intelligent education). 

Automatic short answer assessment is designed to assess and evaluate student answers automatically based 

on a collection of trained answer documents [3], [4]. This system can help teachers check student 

understanding and reduce the influence of teachers in giving subjective values. At the same time, automatic 

appraisal can reduce labor costs and material resources. Therefore, the automated short answer assessment 

task has significant convenience and great commercial value [5], [6]. 

 

Automated assessment has been widely researched and developed in various languages, such as Arabic, 

English and Arabic English, Indonesian language and others. Automatic answer scoring in Arabic was 
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performed by Abdeljaber [7] with use Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm and used the 

WordNet language Arabic. In English developed by Chang with use machine-generated concept map 

method [8]. Development of automatic short answer scoring in Indonesian language [9] was done with 

using similarity measurement (cosine similarity) to detect the similarity of students' answers with the 

teacher's answers. The study did not use the word weight measurement stage before measuring the similarity 

of answers. 

 

One of the methods commonly used to measure the weight of a word is the Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency (TF-IDF). The TF-IDF algorithm is a statistical measure used to evaluate how 

important a word is in one word sentence on a text/document [10]. The TF-IDF method is a commonly 

known technique and is used as a weighting technique and its performance is even comparable to new 

techniques [11]. The TF-IDF method is widely applied in various fields including information retrieval 

[12]–[15]. The TF-IDF method is applied to information retrieval research to find news texts that match the 

given keywords. This study succeeded in displaying articles that were relevant or appropriate to the system 

created [16], [17]. 

 

Although the TF-IDF is familiar method but in other research found that TF-IDF method has deficiency in 

word weighting. The downside is that there is exists presumption that said a lot spread in other documents 

do not important, so considered no there is. Even though it's a frequent word that appears in another sentence 

can so is an important word. Consequently, high weight value obtained on the word that has frequency tall 

in document, while words that are scattered in other documents have calculation small weight. Because of 

that, this TF-IDF method developed more carry on for get weight representative of the extracted words with 

consider spread of words in other documents [18], [19]. 

 

Automatic short answer assessment is an important branch of education intelligent (intelligent education). 

Automatic short answer assessment is designed to automatically assess and evaluate student answers based 

on a set of trained answer documents [3], [20]. This system can help teachers check students' understanding 

of learning and reduce the influence of teachers in giving subjective scores. Figure 1 plots research 

conducted with gradually that is studies literature, design system, test system and analysis and discussion 

Literature review containing explanation related to text preprocessing data, Term Frequency- Inverse 

Document Frequency-Document Frequency (TF-IDF-DF), cosine similarity such as under this: 

 

Text Preprocessing 

Text preprocessing is step for prepare data for processed on processing next. A collection of sentences 

contained in the document will be prepared and processed so that be formed word group [21]. The process 

consists from segmentation of sentences, case folding, tokenizing, filtering with make stopwords, stemming 

1. sentence segmentation 

Sentence segmentation is the first step of the text preprocessing process. In this process, the news 

text consists of paragraphs that are broken down into several sentences. Separation of each 

sentence based on punctuation marks, such as periods (.), exclamation points (!) and question 

marks (?) [22]. 

2. case folding 

News paragraphs that have been cut into sentences will carry out the case folding process. Case 

folding is the process of converting all text to lowercase characters and discarding all characters 

other than az. If there are punctuation marks, numeric numbers and symbols are omitted [23]. 

3. tokenizing 

Tokenizing is a process to change the form of sentences into single words. Cutting sentence based 

on the delimiter that composes it, namely a space (" ") [24]. 

4. filtering 

In the filtering process, stopword disposal. Stopwords are words that have no meaning or words 

that are less meaningful and often appear in a collection of words [25]. 

5. Stemming 

The next process is stemming, namely: return a word to a form the root (root word) with certain 

rules, so that every word has the same representation [26]. Stemming in study this use algorithm 

Nazief & Adriani [18]. 
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Basic Concepts of Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency-Document Frequency (TF-IDF-

DF) 

Frequency (TF-IDF-DF) is modified from TF-IDF method because TF-IDF method has deficiency in word 

weighting. The downside is that exists presumption that word spread in other documents is not important, 

so considered no there is. Even though it's a frequent word appearing in another sentence, so is an important 

word. Consequently, the value of high weight obtained on the word that has frequency tall in document, 

while words that are scattered in other documents have calculation small weight. Because of that, this TF-

IDF method developed more carry on for getting weight representative of the extracted words with consider 

spread of words in the document another. Document Frequency (DF) which contains the i word effect on 

the topic whole document, so score in word weighting will multiplied with the i word DF [14]. Formula 

word weighting of TF-IDF modifications are: 

𝑤𝑖,𝑗 = (𝑡𝑓𝑖,𝑗 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( 
𝑁

dfi 
)) 𝑥 𝑑𝑓𝑖 𝑥 𝑑𝑓𝑖             (1) 

Where is 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 is weight from the i word from the document j. 𝑡𝑓𝑖,𝑗 (term frequency) is number of words 

from word i in the document j. 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( 
𝑁

dfi 
) is Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) formula, 𝑁 is amount whole 

document or sentence. 𝑑𝑓𝑖 is Document Frequency is many sentences containing the word i in gathering 

document. 

 

Measure the similarity between sentences with cosine similarity 

Relevance/similarity of teacher answers with student answers. The value of relevance is obtained by 

measuring the similarity between 2 vectors, namely the teacher's answer vector and the student's answer 

vector. The greater the value of relevance, the teacher's answers and answers the student will more 

relevant/similar. 

 

According to Patidar et al. [27], size similarity (similarity measure) is the distance between various data 

points. Similarity measure is also used to measure the similarity between sets based on the intersection of 

two sets. Similarity measure is also known as a function that calculates the degree of similarity between a 

pair of text objects. In short, similarity reflects amount of strong connection between two data [28]. 

One of size most common similarities used is cosine similarity. Cosine similarity is basis of calculation to 

get the value relevance between queries with documents and the relevance between documents. Cosine 

similarity is the cosine of the angle  between vectors. Cosine similarity has the formula as below: 

𝑺𝒊𝒎 (𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐) =
∑ 𝒕𝟏𝒊𝒕𝟐𝒊𝒊

√∑ 𝒕𝟏𝒊
𝟐

𝒊  𝑿 √∑ 𝒕𝟐𝒊
𝟐

𝒊

                           (2) 

Information: 

𝑺𝟏 = candidate word weight vector 

𝑺𝟐 = word weight vector other than candidate 

Where 𝒕𝒊is the word weight of the word 𝒘𝒊. 

 

METHODS 

Study this using several steps, starting from preprocessing, calculating TF-IDF value and calculating score 

similarity among answer students with expert answers. 
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Figure 1. Research diagram 

 

Based on Figure 1, it is explained that the expert's answer will be preprocessed, calculating the value of 

term frequency (TF), calculating the value of inverse document frequency (IDF) and calculating the value 

of document frequency so that the value of TF-IDF-DF is obtained. The TF-IDF-DF value will be used in 

calculating the similarity of expert answers with student answers. Students' answers still go through the 

preprocessing stage and calculate the value of the term frequency (TF). After calculating the cosine 

similarity value is found, the value of the system will be changed by multiplying the actual value of the 

answer. Furthermore, the value obtained by students will be stored. 

 

Preprocessing 

Destination from text preprocessing stage that is change article news be ready words processed for 

calculation word weight. Some of the processes of text preprocessing, namely segmentation sentences, case 

folding, tokenizing, filtering, and stemming. Following this is one _ example entered document _ in the 

process of text preprocessing accompanied by stages of the text preprocessing process: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Segmentation sentence 

Is solving paragraph become sentence. Solving was conducted with separate based on sign read dot (.), sign 

question (?) and sign exclaimed (!). The result of the segmentation process sentence is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Sentence segmentation results 
No Sentence 

0 Kevin Spacey testifies in his defense in civil trial 

1 Kevin Spacey has taken the stand as the first witness in his own defense in the sexual misconduct trial against him, 

brought by actor Anthony Rapp. 

2 In a response to the first question from his attorney, Chase Scolnick, Spacey said Rapp’s allegations are not true.  

 

Case folding 

Paragraph news that has been cut Becomes sentence will run the case folding process. Case folding is 

change all text becomes character with letter small and throw away all character other than az. Besides that, 

sign read, number numerics and symbols are also omitted. Table 2 is the results of the case folding process. 

 

 

Question: What is Kevin Spacey's attitude in civil court? 

Answer: Kevin Spacey testifies in his defense in civil trial. Kevin Spacey has taken the stand as the 

first witness in his own defense in the sexual misconduct trial against him, brought by actor 
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Table 2. Case folding results 
No Sentence 

0 kevin spacey testifies in his defense in civil trial 

1 kevin spacey has taken the stand as the first witness in his own defense in the sexual misconduct trial against him brought 

by actor anthony rapp 

2 in a response to the first question from his attorney chase scolnick spacey said rapps allegations are not true 

 

Word Tokenizing 

It is a cutting process of sentences into words. Cutting sentence based on the delimiter that composes it, 

namely space ( " " ). 

 

Table 3. Case folding results 
No Word No Word 

1 kevin  28 trial 

2 spacey  29 against 

3 testifies  30 him 

4 in  31 brought 

5 his  32 by 

6 defense 33 actor 

7 in  34 anthony 

8 civil  35 rapp 

9 trial 36 in 

10 kevin  37 a 

11 spacey  38 response 

12 has  39 to 

13 taken  40 the 

14 the  41 first 

15 stand  42 question 

16 as  43 from 

17 the  44 his 

18 first  45 attorney 

19 witness  46 chase 

20 in  47 scolnick 

21 his  48 spacey 

22 own  49 said 

23 defense 50 rapps 

24 in  51 allegations 

25 the  52 are 

26 sexual  53 not 

27 misconduct  54 true 

 

Filtering 

In this filtering stage to disposal stopword. Stopword are words that are not have meaning or less words 

mean and often appear in word group. How to get rid of words that are not important with check the 

dictionary stopword. If the words are the same with stopword then the word will thrown away or deleted. 
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Table 4. Filtering results 
No Word No Word 

1 kevin  18 against  

2 spacey  19 brought  

3 testifies  20 actor  

4 defense 21 anthony  

5 civil  22 rapp 

6 trial 23 response  

7 kevin  24 first  

8 spacey  25 question  

9 taken  26 attorney  

10 stand  27 chase  

11 first  28 scolnick  

12 witness  29 spacey  

13 own  30 said  

14 defense 31 rapps  

15 sexual  39 allegations  

16 misconduct  40 true 

17 trial  
 

 

 

Stemming 

Stemming, that is return a word to form the root (root word), so that every word has the same representation. 

In method, this only handles affix (affix) prefix (prefix) and suffix (suffix) only. This thing caused by 

infrequent occur case addition affix infix (insert) in Indonesian. The results of stemming are shown in Table 

5. 

  

Table 5. Stemming results 
No Word No Word 

1 kevin  18 against  

2 spacey  19 brought  

3 testifi 20 actor  

4 defens 21 anthoni 

5 civil  22 rapp 

6 trial 23 respons  

7 kevin  24 first  

8 spacey  25 question  

9 taken  26 attorney  

10 stand  27 chase  

11 first  28 scolnick  

12 wit 29 spacey  

13 own  30 said  

14 defens 31 rapp 

15 sexual  39 alleg  

16 misconduct  40 true 

17 trial  
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TF-IDF-DF 

After the text preprocessing process, the next stage is counting word weight with the TF-IDF algorithm 

using generated words from the stemming process. 

 

Cosine Similarity 

If the word weight has obtained, next look for the cosine similarity value generated by the system. Table 6 

represents score similarity Among teacher and student answers generated by the system on questions 1 to 

with question 5 (Q1-Q5). 

 

Table 6. The similarity value of system 
No Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

1 0,67 0,56 0,74 0,68 0,56 

2 0,73 0,78 0,75 0,58 0,67 

3 0,34 0,65 0,93 0,56 0,54 

4 0,52 0,77 0,71 0,85 0,76 

5 0,36 0,68 0,38 0,81 0,98 

6 0,56 0,74 0,58 0,59 0,45 

7 0,78 0,56 0,59 0,63 0,56 

8 0,89 0,56 0,93 0,77 0,56 

9 0,45 0,78 0,84 0,85 0,39 

10 0,52 0,94 0,58 0,74 0,78 

11 0,53 0,85 0,83 0,83 0,56 

12 0,69 0,86 0,85 0,59 0,78 

13 0,88 0,88 0,83 0,66 0,56 

14 0,83 0,93 0,77 0,59 0,87 

15 0,75 0,75 0,71 0,84 0,67 

16 0,56 0,78 0,59 0,72 0,53 

17 0,72 0,77 0,63 0,82 0,69 

18 0,93 0,73 0,68 0,56 0,78 

19 0,47 0,76 0,92 0,56 0,89 

20 0,23 0,64 0,47 0,67 0,63 

21 0,56 0,73 0,57 0,79 0,78 

22 0,45 0,82 0,65 0,58 0,73 

23 0,69 0,57 0,56 0,37 0,56 

24 0,83 0,59 0,47 0,58 0,78 

25 0,87 0,73 0,78 0,67 0,67 

26 0,79 0,67 0,59 0,68 0,67 

27 0,84 0,94 0,61 0,49 0,52 

28 0,59 0,45 0,77 0,79 0,65 

29 0,79 0,83 0,74 0,56 0,43 

30 0,88 0,82 0,69 0,73 0,89 

 

The similarity value generated by the system ranges from between 0 to 1. The similarity value is close to 

number 1 means similarity answer among students and teachers are increasingly similar, vice versa score 

close to 0 represents answer students and teachers are increasingly no similar [28], [29]. The value obtained 

by the system is multiplied by with original score for every number, i.e. 20 points. So that the value 
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generated by the system is between 1 and with 20 for every the number. Amount student as many as 30 

students. 

 

Table 7. Conversion result in student 1 

Document Similarity 

value system 

Expert 

value 

ßQ1 0,67 x 20 = 13,4 15 

Q2 0,56 x 20 = 11,2 15 

Q3 0,74 x 20 = 14,8 15 

Q4 0,68 x 20 = 13,6 15 

D5 0,56 x 20 = 11,2 10 

 

Testing 

Testing is done by looking at the student scores generated by the system with the values given by the teacher 

manually. At this stage, an assessment of the accuracy of the value generated by the system will be carried 

out. To evaluate the performance of the system that has been created, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

calculation between the results of the system assessment and the results of the manual assessment will be 

used [30]. The equation used to calculate the correlation value is as follows: 

 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑ |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑗𝑖|𝑛

𝑖−1                (3) 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Data 

Data used is questions given by the history teacher with amount question that is 5 questions in short essay. 

Engaged students for answer question is students of SMK class XI, totaling 30 students because that, every 

question will answered by 30 students. 

 

Research Results 

Figure 2 to with Figure 5 shows comparison score the similarity produced by the system with value obtained 

from expert to every questions (Q1-Q5). 

  

 
Figure 2. Comparison the value generated by the system and the expert in Question 1 
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Figure 3. Comparison the value generated by the system and expert in Question 2 

 

  

 
Figure 4. Comparison the value generated by the system and the expert in Question 3 
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Figure 5. Comparison the value generated by the system and the expert in Question 4 

  

 

 
Figure 6. Comparison the value generated by the system and expert on Question 5 

  

In Figure 2 to Figure 6 shows the similarity of the value given by the system and the value given by the 

expert for each question. Application the MAE (Mean Absolute Error) formula on the value the similarity 

produced by the system with the value that the expert produces the MAE value is 0.132. The difference 

between the system's assessment and the expert's assessment is because the student's answers contain 

different words from the expert's answers, but have the same meaning. The most significant difference in 

value between system and expert is shown in Figure 3. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Study this has succeeded in develop system evaluation exam automatic for question essay use cosine 

similarity method. System was evaluated through the MAE (Mean Absolute Error) testing process with the 

error value is 0.132. Based on results research conducted using sample data answer student totaling 30 

people with amount question as many as 5 questions. The value generated by the system is multiplied by 
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with score actually for every matter. In this study, every the similarity value of the system will be multiplied 

by 20 points, will continue evaluated with using MAE to see the resulting error rate. 
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